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Margaret and Pres. John Owens 
To the North Georgia College Community: 
The theme of the 1989 Cyclops, "the Best of Both Worlds," is especially appropriate to North 
Georgia College. The college, at 2,100 students, is large enough to offer academic diversity 
but small enough to retain a personal character. The military program offers a structure and 
purpose for cadets, yet the presence of women students and commuters adds richness to the 
mix of people, academic discussions, and social life. We are a college strongly based in 
tradition and history, but with an eye to keeping pace with the changing demands of the 
future. 
North Georgia College is a multifaceted, complex, and vibrant place which defies attempts 
to stereotype. We value and encourage that diversity and feel that we truly enjoy "The Best of 
Both Worlds." 
John H. Owen 
President 





The Student Center is the center 
of a great deal of campus life. The 
reason being all of the services it 
offers. Located in this building is 
the heart of student activity. 
The Canteen is a gathering spot 
for students which also offers 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner for 
those who don't venture to the 
dining hall. Another room within 
the Student Center is the Keg, 
which in spite of it's deceptive 
name is merely a gathering spot 
for students. Another area where 
students congregate within this 
building is the gameroom, which 
has accesible video games, pool 
tables, and table tennis. 
A busy business catering to stu- 
dents is the college bookstore, 
which offers school supplies, text 
books, NGC paraphenalia, greet- 
ing cards, and Army articles. 
Other services for students in the 
Student Center is the mailroom, tv 
room, the Great Room, confer- 
ence rooms, and the campus the- 
atre. The mailroom offers ingoing 
and outgoing mail. The Great 
Room is a place for organizations 
or groups to gather for a social. 
Conference rooms are open to be 
reserved for meetings. Last, the 
campus theater offers movies for 
the student body every Friday and 
Sunday night. 
Other facilities located in the 
Student Center are the printing 
shop, the small NGC museum, and 
Patillo Chapel. The printing shop is 
a college service for departments 
on campus. The museum contains 
military artifacts and art work. 
Lastly, the Patillo Chapel is a small 
chapel room for individuals need- 
ing "quiet time." 
The Student Center is a great 
asset of the students on the NGC 
campus and therfore remains the 
“hot spot" on campus. 
North Georgia College is a military 
college In the United States that offers 
both civilian and military opportunities. 
Because of this combination of two 
different worlds, interaction between 
the two is inevitably but initially awk- 
ward. However, after adequate expo- 
sure to both the civilian and military life 
one becomes quite accustomed to 
the mixture of the two. For the most 
part this mixture causes very few prob- 
lems. Occassionally, strife occurs be- 
tween the two groups, but never any 
major problems. 
One particular place the military 
and civilians encounter each other is 
in the classrooms. The two may never 
have to meet each other in any other 
atmosphere, but they must co- 
habitate in classes. 
In spite of the largeness of the corps 
of cadets, some classes do not have 
both military and civilian individuals, 
but overall most classes host both. 
When this occurs there is seldom any 
uneasiness in the mixture of the two. 
Both the civiliams and cadets can 
work together and inhabit the same 
rooms harmoniously. On very rare oc- 
casions, "feathers are ruffled" be- 
tween the two sets of students. This 
occurs when there is a discussion topic 
that involves the opinions of military 
procedures within the civilian world. 
When this happens, debating sides are 
presented within the classroom. Hardly 
ever is the class opinion split with all 
military individuals on one side and all 
the civilians on the other side. If this 
kind of conflict does occur, the class 
splits with partial military and civilian 
on one side and same equivilence on 
the other side. 
Despite the conflict in the world 
about military issues versus civilian 
ideas, here on the NGC campus, these 
conflicts are considered differnces of 
opinion in the classroom situation. 
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Iber, when the leaves 
l and the air is getting 
e town of Dahlonega 
s heritage of being 
the first gold rush. For 
eekend, the town 
stormed ... hundreds 
ntaining local crafts, 
ainment, and games 
center of activity for 
The students of NGC are in- 
volved in making this celebration a 
success. Dunking booth. Red Dog 
Saloon, and parking cars are just a 
few of the ways the students be- 
come involved. And of course our 
Corps of Cadets march in the pa- 
rade. 
The weekend is a lot of hard 
work and also a lot of fun. To us, it's 
a true indicator that fall is here and 
cold weather is on its way. 
_________ 
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On January 26, Dr, John H. 
Owen was given the AUSA 
U.S.Army-Greater Atlanta 
Chapter's 1988 Inspiration 
Award. This is the highest hon- 
or given by the Greater At- 
lanta Chapter. Each year it is 
given to a Georgian for ex- 
emplary public service. For- 
mer recipients include 
George Busbee, Sam Nunn, 
and Richard B. Russell. 
STUDENT LIFE 17 
Miss Jlottft. Qeongia College Pageant 
Donna Feldman 






Phi Mu Fraternity 
Ginger Hamby 
College Union Board 
Dorothy Stahlman Christy Davidson 
Golden Eagle Band INTRO Leaders 
Christy Cason Teresa Depew 
Resident Life Staff Officers Club 
Shanda Tyner 





18 Miss NGC 
Each November the Resident Women's Affairs 
Board conducts the Miss NGC Pageant. Each 
contestant is sponsored by an extra-curricular or- 
ganization and then judged on their beauty, 
poise, personality, talent and accomplishments, 
Both RWAB members and the pageant contes- 
tants put a lot of energy into making the pageant 
entertaining and memorable. Congratulations to 
all the winners and all the contestants represent- 
ing our campus organizations. 
FIRST RUNNER UP: MISS LISA 
GARRISON 
SECOND RUNNER UP: MISS 
CHRISTY BABCOCK 
MISS CONGENIALITY: MISS 
SHAN DA TYNER 
MISS NGC 19 










Every February, around Val- 
entines Day, one of the beau- 
tiful young women on cam- 
pus is chosen by each military 
unit to represent them in the 
annual Sweetheart Review. 
This year was no exception. 
The beauties were escorted 
by a member of the unit as 
the corps of cadets stood by 
at parade rest. It is a big hon- 
or for a young lady to be cho- 
sen as a Sweetheart. 
The review is also when the 
MacArther Award is 
presented. The recipient for 
1989 was c/1SG Nathan Mor- 
gan. It is presented to the ca- 
det who best portrays the 
qualities and leadership phi- 
losophy of General Douglas 
MacArthur. 





24 STUDENT LIFE 
Miss Ji.Q.Qy. 
Iona Sda/ipe, 
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Back to Front left to right — Andy Truluck, Dean Hyams, Dr. Fox, Heath Williams, Crista Fields, Kay Best, Melissa Petty, Dayna Seymour, Brad Bartor I 
Chris Romberg, Donna Lester, Michelle Forte, Tracy Sams, Carol Vandiver, Eric Norris, Lisa Garrison, Lee Roper, Carol Wiley, Young Shil Kelly, Jo: 
Domaleski, Darin Reynolds, Mike Snyder, Gay Eilhelm, Mark Maleski, Chris Kemp 
The Student Government Associ- 
ation is the primary link between 
the student body and the faculty 
of the NGC campus. They began 
the term with freshman elections 
and filled their rosters with many 
new representatives. They attend- 
ed a leadership conference to let 
leaders work together for the ben- 
efit of the college. The SGA is an 
extremely busy group and they 
are involved in many activities 
such as sponsoring Spirit Week be- 
fore Homecoming, and inspiring 
support for the basketball teams. 
The SGA was very helpful and will 
continue to be involved in all as- 





Left to right — Dr. Fox, Andy Truluck, Heath Williams, Dean Hyams. 
28 ORGANIZATIONS 
| Sack to Front left to right — Chris Saxton, Teresa Triplett, Ron Powell, Ray Shenk, Eric Borel, Dusty Loury, Helen MandyBur, Alan Bryant, Dorothy 
fitahloman, Rick Clifton, Christy Cason, Sylvia Kedie, Mari DePorres. 
The Theatre Studio is a most active 
organization made up of twenty- 
five very enthusiastic people who 
have genuine love for the theatre. 
The major goals of the Theatre Stu- 
dio is to do "Theatre for the stu- 
dents, by the students" — allow- 
ing for community interaction with 
the college, and to bring to the 
North Georgia area the opportu- 
nity to attend plays of such noted 
playwrights such as Edward Albee, 
Tennessee Williams, and many 
others. They enjoy all aspects of 
the theatre, and anyone who 
would like to learn more about 



























ROW 1 L-R: Rosemary Tiller, Pam Glenton, Rhonda Hicks, Lee Anne Schaffer, Effie Bruce. ROW 2 L-R: Melissa Petty, Shonda Tyner, Randall Brown, E( I 
Lowe, Kim Hopkins, Brain Giffin. TOP: Jack Nix, Jeanie Askew, Suzanne Crawley, Mark Maloy. 
The College Union Board is re- 
sponsible for the majority of the 
extra activities on the NGC cam- 
pus. There are seven committees; 
the Movie Crew, Recreation Com- 
mittee, Decorations and Hospital- 
ity, Social Activities, Publicity and 
Public Relations, Ideas and Issues, 
and Cultural Affairs. Outside of ac- 
tivities from each of these com- 
mittees, CUB also sponsors various 
dances. Homecoming, and this 
year, the successful Sock Hop, 









L-R: Jeannie Askew, Lori Lathangue, Jamie Boyle, Leeanne Schaffer. 
OTTOM L-R: Jennifer Mims, Lori Crocker, Pam Glenton, Katie Eller, Missy Hendrick. Second Row: Amy Weldon, Liz Long. Third Row: Stephanie 












Bottom left to right — Pam Glenton, Lla Hansen, Angel A. Morelli Top left to right — Lee Sears, Jack Nix 
Bottom left to right: Margarete Bates, Kelly Glude, Suzie Neville, Julie West, Tina Olds, Stephanie Bolt, Tracey Mullinax, Julie Cates. Second row: Kell 
O'Rourke, Betsy Cooper, Sandra Reed, Suzanne Crawley, Rosemary Tiller, Carrie Coffman, Tammy Mooney, Michelle Powell. 
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if The Newman Club was organized 
in 1884 as a group that Catholic 
Students could join to renew their 
faith. It is named after Cardinal 
John Henry Newman who was a 
very controversial figure in his time. 
He was a well-educated individual 
who was open minded to all 
things. He is now considered a 
great leader in the minds of Ro- 
man Catholic youth. The club cur- 
rently has twenty members in- 
volved in special activities such as 
an annual "White Christmas" cel- 
ebration for the less fortunate of 
the community. 
Left to Right — Kristin Smith, Jay Cawley, Mark Fiorentino, Margaret Gallant. 
34 ORGANIZATIONS 
Back to Front L-R: Kelly Sisson, Ms, Barabara Easterly, Mary Rowan, Kim Ketrell. Shelley Black, Jennifer Mimms, Suzanne Payne, Kim Glover 
Georgia Association of Nursing 
Students is an organization that 
unifies nursing students all over the 
state. They learn and discuss new 
methods of nursing, and they have 
the opportunity to practice what 
they've learned. GANS provides 
leadership experience for its sev- 
enteen members and an oppor- 
tunity to influence the nursing 
community. 

















Alpha Lambda is an academic 
honor society for freshmen. It en- 
courages learning and high aca- 
demics. The Freshmen must main- 
tain a 3.5 GPA during their first two 
quarters of their freshmen year. 
They perform service acts for the 
community, while maintaining high 
academic standards. The Alpha 
Lambda members are involved in 
their sophomore year and are en- 
couraged to continue their hard 
work during the rest of their col- 
lege career. 
Front to BackL-R Julie Kerr, Shelley Beseman, Pam Glenton, Lisa Garrison, Dayna Seymar#' 
Shirley McClaine, Kari Lee Bradshaw, Keith Ramey, Scott Martin, Brenden Burke. J T? 
Kappa Epsilon is a group of tal- 
ented music students determined 
to enhance their music abilities 
and share their talent with others. 
Clockwise — Leslie Bruce, Rachael Dowell, Cheri Grizzle, Shad Scocura, Nancy Thor™ 
Thelma Daniel, Shiela Ledford. 
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36 ORGANIZATIONS 
l ack to Front L-R:H. Perdue, D. Bird, S. Barr, N. Thomas, D. Hodges, P. White, D. Newman, S. Stubbs, K. Martin, S. Slown, R. Brown, W. Johnson, D. Kirkland, S. Brannon, A. 
J'ackney. T. Wright, C. Foster, N. Garrett, A. Fortenberry, K. Thomason, C. Sheres, R. Gilbreath, C. Tweedall, R. Padgett, L. Gibbs, L. McEntire, K. Truelove, P. Hamill. C. 
[•rickett, M. Ashburn, J. Anderson, A. Haston, L. Broadwell, T. Lock, D. Davidson, D. Thomas, R. Deweese, J. Hinman, B. Douglas, K. Lee, D. Seymour, N. Kronan, L. Chadwick, 
h. Lewis, T. McCall, T. Tweedell, S. Bennett, J. Frazier, N. Ooten, K. Nichols, J. Cantrell, A. Smith, T. Moore, L. Brown, B. Johnson, M.A. Mobley, J. Chandler, P. Cock, W. 
l<)urrell, C. Cason. M. Bailey, G. Hamby, M. Dunn, L. Lang, K. Irving, R. Fossett, B. Williams, M. Mitchell, E. Bruce, J. Ford. K. Jones, T. Vandiver. 
The Baptist Student Union provides 
the students with a chance to get 
together with other Christians and 
to grow spiritually. The BSU is an 
extremely busy group on campus. 
They are involved in working with 
nursing homes, sending care 
packages at exam time, and a 
weekly Bible study and aeorbics 
class. The BSU is also involved in 
national and world missions, but 
their main goal is to be open for 
the students of North Georgia Col- 
lege. 
Officers Top to Bottom L-R:D. Kirkland, C. Tweedall, K. Jones, R. Gilreath, D. Lewis. A. Smith, M. 












Lynell Earwood, Margaret Seay, Lisa Talley, Leigh Ann Martin, Kerra Gissendanner, 
Dean Saus, Janet Kelly, Suzanne McDowell, Jane Marillat, Lia Hanson, Emily Griggs, 
April Bodry, Deidre Kellogg, Nicole Bowman, Kim Collier, Stephanie Bolt, Marie 
Weaver, Mary Hart, Kay Batson 
The Residence Womens Affairs Board 
is a group of twenty-one ladies who 
plan and conduct activitites for fe- 
male students on our campus. They 
are active in sponsoring the bi- 
annual blood drive, a Halloween car- 
nival, the Miss NGC Pagent, and Pre- 
mier 88' for new freshmen. 
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Back left to right -HDr. Patton, B. C. Mayfield, Areatha Knight, Lori Gaines, Rebecca 
Corbitt, Susan Rooks. Front — Randy Gober, Karen Naughton 
The Math Club at North Georgia Col- 
lege is a gruop of enthusiastic and 
intelligent people who take a great 
interest in mathematics and its ap- 
plications. Working under the direc- 
tion of Dr. Patton and the Math De- 
partment, the students learn more 
about the field and how they can use 














































SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STUDENTS 
Dr. Claud Elliot, Jr. 















Left to right — Tara Sharpe, Kelly Moeckel, Karen Shea, Pam Glenton, Frances Saus, Ingrid Newman, Leigh Anne Patrick, Stacey Crispens, Ange | 
Schilling, Missy Beall 
The Panhellinic is an organization 
composed of members from all 
the female Greek societies on 
campus. These delegates work to- 
gether to learn more about each 
other's sorority, and in doing so, 
they also gain fellowship and a 
feeling of sisterhood among them- 
selves. 








I ack left to right -SMichele Nash, Melissa Morgan, Joanne Poss, Leslie Bensley, Janette 
I ally, Leah Gibbs, Doyna Seymour, Susan Adair, Frances Saus, Kay Batson. Front left to right 
- Sue Stubbs, Jill Cape, Tina Duncan, Juli Harwell, Delores Cotignola, Young Shil Kelly, 
Ussy Thacker, Julie Keen, Julie King, Christy Cason, Stephanie Steele, Pam Peele, Christy 
avidson, Jabeccd Hayes 
The Residence Life Staff is in charge 
of guiding the resident women on 
campus. They make the women at- 
tend educational lectures through 
out the year. The RA tries to make 
dorm life fun by having hall parties 
where hall mates get to know each 
other, and they also organize dorm 
wide parties. Each RA does special 
things for her hall to get to know 






















Back left to right — Julie Garred, Angie Kellogg, Stephanie Songe, Christie Babcock, Mike 
Rabeneck, Scott Sheldon, Eddie Crowell, Dawn Newlin, Teresa Triplett, Holly Gilreath, 
Jennifer Jenkins. Front =— Julie Steeves, Dr. Fox, Karen Naughton, Ingrid Newman, Dr. Davis, 
April Buffington 
Mu Epsilon Delta is a local organil 
zation that was started for students 
who enjoy science. It is set up for 
people interested in medicine, den-l 
tistry, and/or veterinary science. The 
fifteen member club sponsors sem-| 
inars in neurophysiology, anatomy! 
and other related medical fields. 
44 ORGANIZATIONS 
The North Georgia Rifle Team has 
[ ranked as one of the top teams in 
the nation. The Rifle Team has a long 
i history of success, and they continue 
| to take first place in many contests 
r throughout the southeast. The Rifle 
team demands excellence from 
each member in order to maintain 
their winning tradition. Through self- 
discipline and teamwork, each indi- 
vidual contributes to the one goal of 
the Rifle Team — victory. 
Back left to right || Whit Decker, Nikky Jenkins, Brent Decker, Cliff Williams, Chuck 
Eichelberger, Ben Miller, Felicia Campbell, Terry Jackson 
ORGANIZATIONS 45 
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50 ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
(L-R) 1st Row: S. Samples, M. Thompson, S. Coleman, T. Smith, A. Courtney, J. Cales, L. Waller, L. Cash, K. Noblit, 2nd Row: K. Chaney, M. Warner, 
S. Samples, A, Arp, J. Nessmith, M. Powell, P. Stembridge, J. Askew, W. Decker 3rd Row: J, Curry, S. Stubbs, J. Nix, P. Glenton, J. Kerr, T. Harper, J. 
Merrilat, K. Hopkins, K. McElroy, J. Everson, G. West, L. Lathangue, A. Royal, J. Boyle, E. Politis, C. Moore, V. Newman, 4th Row: R. Deal, A. Kellogg, 
R. Clifton, K. Naughton, D. Newlin, L. Hanson, A. Morelli, M. Pint, D. Feldman, R. Sanders 
ATA 
Theta Delta Chapter 
Alpha Gamma Delta Fraternity 
Founded: May 30, 1904 Syracuse University, NY 
Chartered at NGC: March 26, 1983 
Colors: red, buff and green 
Mascot: squirrel "Skiourous" 
Open Motto: “The Beginning that never ends" 
Flower: red and buff roses 
Philanthropy: Juvenile Diabetes 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 51 
Kappa Defoa 
(L-R) 1st Row: T. Lewis, K. Brumbelow, C. Dunahoo, K, Maughon, M. Seymour, J. Mims, T. Samms, J. Burnette, S. McDowell, S. Gravitt, C. Jourdan,! 
Bledsoe, J. Scroggs, T, Caudell, A. Keenum, T. Wells 2nd Row: P. Phillips, N, Roller, S. Barnes, K. O'Rourke, L. Burrell, L. Hood, A. Fincher, M. Grier, M 
Gallant, M. Conley, L. Chandler, L. Colwell, 3rd Row: D. Martin, S. Jones, S. Crawley, D. Cotignola, T. Robinson, C. Lyons, M. Weaver, K. Eller.l 
Kelly, L. Talley, L. Crocker, G. Moncus, M. Wheeler, L. Delacorte, L. Reynolds, E. Griggs 4th Row: M. Nash, T Brown, B. Thomas, K. Ellis, S Beasman,I 
Perry, R, Waters, J. Joys, K. Gains, C. Davidson, M. Kearns, K. Long, R. Long, K. Watson, S. Finch, S. Jarrett 5th Row: A. Schilling, K. Gissendanner, K 
Bradshaw, J. Kelly, L. Brown, C, Darnold, C. Vandiver, L, Martin, A. Humphries, K. Lovett, and K. Thoman 
Epsilon Gamma Chapter 
Kappa Delta Sorority 
Founded: October 23, 1897 
Charted at N.G.C.: Feburary 17, 1973 
Colors: olive green and pearl white 
Mascot: teddy bear (nat'l) rainbows, butterflies (local) 
Open Motto: "Ta Kala Dlokomen" ... “Let us strive for that which is 
honorable, beautiful, and highest." 
Pin: The Diamond Shield 
Flower: the white rose 
Philanthropy: The Prevention of Child Abuse 
52 KAPPA DELTA 
Margaret Seay and Lisa King take time out for a 
l break during a sisterhood retreat. Oldies (but goodies) Kappa Delta Senior Sisters, Jane Ford, Leslie Colwell, Emily 
Griggs, Somantha Jones, Lisa Talley and Sonya Jarrett pose for a pledge class '86 
photo. 
Left: Kappa Del as are Beaming at Bid Acceptance about their 
awesome new pledges. Above: Young Shil Kelly, Shelly Beasman. Kavi 
Bradshaw and Kelly O Rourke are all smiles at an Open Rush function. 
KAPPA DELTA 53 
Front to Back: C. Neal, G. Wilhelm, H. Williams, J. Ash, L. Lambert, J. James, K. Oscar, J. Weatherford, N. Murphey, C. Suggs, T. Duncan, M. Hester, 
L. Miller, P. Stephenson, L. Zeiker, L. Carn, J. Harwell, L. Edmonson, T. Hamby, G. Glaze, L. Roper, L. Patrick, R. Tiller, S. Adair, M. Richardson, M. 
Blackwell, J. Justus, T. Cash, A. Darsey, D. Allen, D. Maloney, A, Dobra, T. Head, W. Ravan, S. Sweet, T. Nelson, G. Gault, L. Garrison, D. Eden, M. 
Bell, P. Schilling, J. Cain, N. Daubin, M. Browning, S. Dykstra, M, Morgan, C. Davidson, W. Huguley, L. Beasley, S. Shaw 
Kappa Upsilon Chapter 
Phi Mu Fraternity 
Founded: March 4, 1852 Wesleyan College, Macon GA. 
Chartered at N.G.C.: February 1973 
Colors: rose and white 
Mascot: lion (nat'l) ladybug (local) 
Open Motto: "Les Soeurs Fideles" ... "The faithful sister" 
Flower: the rose-colored carnation 
Philanthropy: Children's Miracle Network 
Project Hope 




' Phi Mu sisters gather round at Pine Valley to participate in the Derby 
Daze games. 
Winter Phi Class (Left to Right) 
C. Hood. D. Guthrie, L. Weese, C. Cloer, S. Hill, A. Smith, J. Laird 2nd Row: 
K. Marshall, J Bamon, A. Horne, K. Smith, L. Gibbs, D. Cox, J. Keating, A. 
Johnson, K. Kluchar, W. Roper, D. Mercer, N. Bowman, T. Conn, L. Powell, 
M. Salvart 
PHI MU 55 
56 DELTA ZETA 
T)ehcx Zeta 
t to Right: Row 1: M. Tucker, K. Wilson, L. Steward, T. Depew, M. Jenkins, C. Moore, C. McWilliams, V. Mullis, K. Keyes, S. Steele, C. Buchanon, C. 
iter, M. Stogner. Row 2: K. Milford, B. Furtick, B, Miller, A. Butler, C. Babcock, M. Thacker, M. Kay, C. Gaddy, D. Dudley, C. McKenna Row 3: M. 
es, R, Baghose, S. Crispens, K. Turner, H, Wright. H. Reyes Row 4: K. Shea, I. Newman, D. Dehart, L. Corbin, J. Sneed, B. Conrad 
AZ 
r  
Xi Xi Chapter 
Delta Zeta Sorority 
Founded: 1902 Miami University, Oxford, Ohio 
Chartered at N.G.C.: 1988 
Colors: old rose, nile green 
Mascot: the turtle 
Flower: The Killarney Rose (pink) 
Philanthropy: The Speech and Hearing Impaired 
DELTA ZETA 57 
Pi fxQppQ PRi 
Left to Right: Row 1: M. Moore, J. Deskevitch, R. Hines, B. Williams. Row 2: R. Sanders, B. Singer, R. Williams, j. Young. Row 3: T. Stone, R. Stone, D. 
Brown, B. Mixon, V. Angle. Row 4: M. Ammons, D. Holland, K. Carden, R. WHeeler, A. Remy Row 5: K. Boortz, C. Moore, E. Swilley, P. Ginn, j] 
Maddox, B. Morrison, W. Sanders, S. Rhoades, J. Hutcheson, M. Calic, M. Richardson, J. Guest 
Delta Beta Chapter 
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity 
Founded: December 10, 1904 Charleston College, Charleston, S.C. 
Chartered at N.G.C.: May 22, 1971 
Colors: gold, white, and blue 
Pin: the diamond 
Flower: The Red Rose 
Philanthropy: PUSH-PLAY units for the Severely Handicapped 
nK$ 
58 PI KAPPA PHI 
The Red Dog Saloon is Pi Kap's fundraiser during Gold Rush Days as well as a lot of fun for the brothers. 
IIK$ 
Left: Pi Kappa Phi 'Lil Sisters along with brothers M. Moore and B. Mixon. 
Above: Brothers are all smiles at a formal function. 
PI KAPPA PHI 59 
A little philosophical contemplation from wacky brothers M. Snyder, C. Romberg, E. Norris and D. 
Reynolds 
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eft to Right: Row 1: M. McRee, E. Paten, J. Domaleski, J. Baird, J. Soloman, K. Cochran, S. Marcus, J. O'Neal, M. Snyder. Row 2: E. Luchey, D. Aaron, T. 
McMahon, K. Chronic, J. Perdue, D. Alonzo, J. McFadden, J. Mahoney. Row 3: S. Ryan, C. Domaleski, C. Lowder, B. Barton, F. Thompson, J. Jarvis, D. 
4tumler. Row 4: E. Norris, J. LaFollette, D. Willis, S. Stump, J. Meme, D. Brown, C. Garrett. Row 5: S. Sykes, R. Medina, W. Baird, C. Kemp, R. Deal, R. 
Miegle. Row 6: D. Lockaby, D. Reynolds, R. Tatum, B. Palozza, J. Russell, L. Entrekin, M. Rucks, J. Hood 
Theta Epsilon Chapter 
Sigma Chi Ftaternity 
Founded: June 28, 1855 Miami University of Ohio 
Chartered at N.G.C.: March 1982 
Colors: blue and lod gold 
Open motto: IN HOC SIGNO VINCES 
Pin: The White Cross 
Flower: The White Rose 
Philanthropy: FOCUS 
SIGMA CHI 61 
SiGwiG PRi PpSidoH 
L-R 1st Row: A. Page, T. Ayres, L. King, D. McKaughn, E. Yarnell, J. McKenzie. 2nd Row: M. Lindsey, D. Krai, B. Sartain, D. Gooseman. 3rd Row* 
Hinton, B. Lawson, M. Cantrell, D. Holberg. 4th Row: M. Stanish, C. Tolbert, B. Traynor, G. Hartman, G. Erkes 5th Row: M. Bounds, J. Coheij 
Matthews, R. Davis, G. Burley, J. Sprouse 6th Row: J. Howard, W. Turner, C. LeGrand, F. Ward, B. Stone, J. Seagraves, S. Watson. 
Zeta Chapter 
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity 
Founded: November 1, 1901 Richmond College, Richmond, Virginia 
Chartered at NGC: 1972 
Colors: purple and red 
Pin: The heart badge 
Flower: The violet and the dark red rose 
Philanthropy: American Heart Association E$E 
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The Golden Hearts (L-R): A. Hinton, M. Stanish, J. McKenzie, T. Ayers, L. King, and 
A. Page. 
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Little Sisters of Sigma Omega, Left to Right: T. Cash, B. Williams, D. Jones, and S. Shaw 
SIGMA OMEGA 
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ft to Right: Row 1T. Cash, S. Shaw, T. English, M. Muers, S. Weaver, J. Martin, B. Williams, D. Jones. Row 2: K. Brady, F, Holiday, M. Thoreson, M. 
natley, P. Putnam, S. Jarrell, M. Smith. Row 3: M. Marlow, B. Payne, P. Pope, J. Dochery, G. Arp, K. Pye, M. Sponburger, A. Peterson. Row 4: S. 
atkins, M. Tinley, C. Forrester, J. Tucker, J. Padgett Row 5: A. Brady, J. Drummonds, W. Johnson, J. McNair, C. Chalfant, M. Rumble 
Local Chapter 
Sigma Omega Fraternity 
Chartered at N.G.C.: April 14, 1976 
Motto: "The Best of the Last" 
Colors: Navy blue and white 
Philanthropy: cystic fibrosis 
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Go Saints!!! 
Photo by Marc Outright 
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GREEK LIFE 
Spirit night ... The battle of the campus organizations, the 
•'eeks come out in rare form to show their spirit and compete 
rthe spirit trophy. The competition is fun, but the whole point is 
< cheer our Saints to Victory, and boy did it work this year!! The 
lints and the Lady Saints stomped the opponent out, and sent 
e crowd home with a bundle of enthusiam for basketball 
>ason. 
<The competition was tough, but the Kay-dees managed to 
Jise enough uproar to walk away with the spirit trophy for 
nother year. Way to go girls! 
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Greek life ... what is it all about? It's about fun! 
Fun that we have within our groups that make 
going to school just a little more bearable. It's 
about competition between our groups to 
prove that we are the best. It's about respon- 
sibility to school and community to do our best, 
achieve our highest, and contribute all that we 
can. But mostly it's about bonding. Today we 
know that we are making friends that will last a 
lifetime, and whether we are having fun at a 
party or getting bored working we know that 
we are building something worthwhile for our- 
selves. And that is what we are all about. 
Greek Life 
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The purpose of Brigade Staff is to relieve the 
commander of as much of the routine mat- 
ters as possible. These highly motivated 
cadets provide the framework and guid- 
ance that the Corps of Cadets needs. Bri- 
gade Staff also provides commanders with 
the necessary resources to accomplish the 
mission. Setting the standards, Bridade Staff 
has become the example that the Corps has 
followed. Brigade Staff has lived up to its 
motto "So let it be said, so let it be done." 
Brigade Staff — Row 1, L-R c/COL Raymond Bossert, c/LTC Reese McCaslister, c/LTC Terry Potter, c/CSM Jeffery 
Cheeks. Row 2 c/1LT Peyton Lingle, c/CPT David Willis, c/CPT Talmadge Lowry, c/CPT Gerry Sheppard, c/MAJ Stan 
Johnson, c/MAJ Jonathan Berry, c/MAJ Ed Lowe, c/MAJ David Womak. Row 3 c/MSG Randall Brown, c/MSG Tracy 














(’■first Battalion Staff — Row 1, L-R C/1LT Daniel Alonso, C/1LT Andy Truluck, C/1LT Eddie Crowell, c/MAJ Michael Lindsey, c/LTC Troy 
McKinney, c/SSG Marty Avemathy, c/1LT Smith UNderwood, c/1LT Wally Johnson. 
First and Second Battalions Staffs are 
responsible for relieving the command- 
er of little, routine matters which must 
be taken care of. When preparing for 
operations, it is the staff's duty to gath- 
er information which will help the com- 
mander make decisions based on the 
information made available through 
the staff and the commander's person- 
al judgement and experience. The 
staffs must also see that the command- 
er's decision is carried out and given 
the necessary support required in order 
to make the operation run smoothly. 
Each staff headed by a commanding 
officer. This year the commanding of- 
ficer of First Battalion is c/LTC Troy McK- 
inney. Second Battalion is under the 
command of c/LTC Robert Wilson. Each 
of the other officers in the two staffs are 
given a certain job to perform. These 
staffs are so successful because they 
know how to work together to get the 
job done. 
• Second Battalion Staff — Row 1 L-R, c/LTC Robert Wilson, c/MAJ William Payne. Row 2 — 
c/1LT Paul Putnam, C/1LT Brian Giffin, C/1LT Eric Luckey. Row 3 — c/SSG Kevin Cochran, 
c/SGM Robbie Davis. 
Leadership and Excellence 
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Commanded by c/CPT Mat- 
thew R. McRee and ran by a 
very dedicated and highly mo- 
tivated group of NCO's, Alfa 
Company has been a success 
during the 1988-89 year. Alfa's 
three platoons are led by C/2LT 
Larry Hammel, c/2LT Rudy Me- 
dina, and c/2LT Danny Looney. 
Alfa's pre-campers have been 
trained by Order of Columbo in- 
structor c/1LT Powell. 
The Alfa freshmen are a very 
diverse, interesting, and hard 
charging group of cadets, Alfa 
Compnay has a large percent- 
age of freshmen who are in- 
volved in the Order of Columbo, 
Agressors, and the Rifle Team. 
The success of Alfa Company 
this year is evident. c/1SG Na- 
than Morgan, 1SG of Alfa during 
fall quarter was awarded the 
McCarther Award. The 
compnay as a whole has con- 
sistently placed at the top of 
the honor company events. Alfa 
Company is truly the best in the 
brigade. 
First Platoon, Row 1 L-R, c/2LT Rudy Medina, c/RCT Alex Baker, c/RCT Ken Friedl, c/RCT Jay Thompson, c/SFC Mike 
Snyder. Row 2, c/SSG James Morris, c/SSG Tracy English, c/PVT Chris Moore, c/ RCT Rex Myers, c/RCT Steve Holland. 
Row 3, c/SSG Mark Cantrell, c/RCT Wayne Bohannon, c/RCT Con Bryan, c/PVT Lee Churchwell. 
Alfa Company Staff, Row 1 L-R, c/RCT Mark Maleski. Row 2, c/CPT Matt McRee, 
C/1SG Nathan Morgan, c/RCT /Richard Skipper. 
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Second Platoon — Row 1 L-R, C/2LT Clay Chalfant, c/SSG Donivan Aaron, c/RCT Gary G.Q. Teplis, c/RCT Matt McKoy, 
c/SSG Richard Dukes, c/SFC Doug Holberg. Row 2, c/SSG Marsha Jenkins, c/RCT Angela Duncan, c/RCT Jeff Russell, 
c/RCT Richard Skipper. Row 3, c/SSG John Martin, c/RCT Tommy Lewis, c/RCT Tony Fontain, c/RCT Stacy Roberts. 
Third Platoon, Row 1 L-R, c/2LT Larry Hammel, c/SSG Jimmy Sprouse, c/RCT David Lester, c/RCT Wesley Fite, c/PVT Chris 
Romberg, c/SFC Howard Nichols. Row 2, c/SSG Chris Collier, c/RCT Kevin Dalton, c/RCT James Baskin, c/PVT Ron 
Moorehead, c/PVT Floyd Baldwin, c/RCT Greg Gravitt. Row 3, c/SSG Joe Cawley, c/RCT Norman DeWAart. c/PVT 
Jamie Dunlap, c/PVT Darin Reynolds. 
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"Bravo Bandits, Bad to the 
Bone" is what they exclaim 
across campus. Bravo Compa- 
ny, under the command of 
c/CPT Heath Willioms, has con- 
tinued a tradition of excellence. 
Fall quarter exemplifies this ex- 
cellence by maintaining the 
highest grade point average 
and the highest P.T. scores in the 
brigade. 
To acheive these high stan- 
dards the men and women of 
Bravo Comapany always strive 
to exceed the standards, and 
pledge themselves to never set- 
tle for average. 
Bravo Staff, Row 1 L-R, c/CPT Heath Williams, c/CPL Robert Cheatham. Row 2, c/tSG 
Clayton Felker, c/CPL Thomas Shenk, c/CPL Bradley Walsh. 
First Platoon, Row 1 L-R, c/2LT Karl Feldman, c/SSG Clay Seabolt, c/PVT John Cavedo, c/RCT Avery Williams, c/RCT 
Stephen Brown, c/SFC Stephen Huckaby. Row 2, c/SSG Rachelle Beseman, c/PFC Revis Gay, c/PFC Rebecca 
Corbitt, c/PVT Joseph Baumgartner. Row 3, c/SSG Starlin Jarvis. c/PVT Allen Anderson, c/RCT Eric Larkin, c/CPL 
Bradley Walsh, c/CPL Thomas Shenk. 
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Second Platoon, Row 1 l-R, C/2LT Scott Williams, c/SSG Christopher Domaleski, c/PVT Andrew Decker, c/PVT Mark 
Lowe, c/PVT Rusty Ewing, c/SSG Ricky Tatum. Row 2, c/PVT Michael Robinson, c/PFC Charles Schell, c/PVT Alan 
Bryant, c/PVT William Ford. Row 3, c/SSG Daniel Hartter, c/PVT George Barnett, c/PVT David Johnson, c/PVT 
Stephen Hill, c/SGT April James. 
Third Platoon Row 1 L-R, c/2LT David Fritze, c/SSG Eric Grant, c/PVT Lyn Loetscher, c/PVT Robert Cabe, c/PVT 
Samuel Thayer, c/SFC Michael Clemenshaw. Row 2, c/SSG Whit Decker, c/PVT Steven Rhoades, c/CPL Robert 
Cheatham, c/PVT Bryant Sneed. Row 3, c/SSG William Montgomery, c/PFC Geoffrey Pinsky, c/PFC Lawrence 
Howard, c/PVT Keith Lyle. c/PVT Gary Hatch. 
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Charlie Company, led by c/CPT Gil Watson, 
has had an outstanding year. During Fall Quar- 
ter they were the Honor Company, and served 
in this function at the John F. Kennedy Me- 
morial Ceremony. Charlie Company is very 
atheletically oriented. The cadets of Charlie 
played hard and placed high in all the intra- 
mural sports activities, running undefeated in 
the regular season of basketball against all 
other companies. Charlie is well managed and 
motivated by a great NCO chain, which has 
led this company to be the best it can be. 
Charlie Company Staff, Row 1 L-R, c/PVT Christopher Mitchner. 
Row 2, c/1SGT Christopher LeGrand, c/CPT Richard Watson. 
kil! f C/2LT Mark Hunt c/ss<3 Bobby Lawson, c/PVT Walter Cooper, c/PVT Mike Childress, c/PVT 
f/dwtPJ^T Jamle Mosko'c/SFC Phillip Churchill. Row 2, c/SSG Brenden Burke, c/PVT Jeff Duncan, c/PVT steven uryaa c/hvt Charles Eichelberger, c/PVT Ben Miller. Row 3, c/SSG Alan Cole, c/PVT Michael Thornton, c/PVT 
Jeb Crawford, c/PVT Shawn McAffee. 
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Second Platoon, Row 1 L-R, c/2LT John Cohen, c/PVT Timothy Elliott, c/PVT Cindy Lariscy, c/PVT Thomas Pinson, c/PVT 
Charles Morris, c/PVT Mari DePorres, c/SFC Eric Norris. Row 2, c/SSG James McFadden, c/PVT John Moore, c/PFC David 
ra™l?§?r'. C/PVT James Swafford, c/PVT William Flanagan, c/PVT William Connolly. Row 3 c/SSG Michael Smith c/PVT Thomas Johnson, c/PVT Tobie Cartledge, c/PVT Charles Mays. 
Third Platoon, Row 1 L-R, c/SSG Dawn Wood, c/SGT Kevin Cronic, c/pvt Shawn Russamonno. c/PVT Brook Saline c/pvt 
Erick Sutton, c/MSG James O'Neal. Row 2, c/SSG Reid Miegel. c/PVt Timothy Dowling, c/PVT John Lavender c/pvt 
Michael Dunn. c/SLT Richard Brady. Row 3, c/SSG Lane Turner. c/PVT Bret Silberstein, c/PVT Kelley Robinson, c/pvt 
Terry Jackson. v| 
M
 
Delta Company has al- 
ways been on the leading 
edge of leadership excel- 
lence. Delta has always ex- 
celled in the areas of 
atheletics and academics. 
Once again. Delta won the 
Brigade football champi- 
onship. With continued 
outstanding performance 
this year, Delta Company is 
sure to keep its position as 
the company that leads 
the way. 
Delta Company Staff, Row 1, L-R: c/RCT Kevin Smith. Row 2: c/RCT Charles Mitchell, 
c/RCT Bernard Hill, c/CPT Jeff Brown, c/1LT Larry Smedly. 
1st Platoon, Row 1 L-R: c/RCT Vann Angle, c/SSG Stephen Sikes, c/PVT Tom Palastra, c/PVT Lee Entrekin, c/RCT Ryan 
Freeman, c/RCT Darrell Stumler, c/RCT Davis Mixon, c/RCT Harry Siegrist, c/SFC John Meme. Row 2: c/SSG Brad Barton. 
c/PVT Everett Webb, c/PVT Charles Wallace, c/PVT Rodney Jones, c/RCT Charles Mitchell, c/PVT Gordon Rives. Row 3: 
c/SSG William Penland, c/PVT Craig Sherrer, c/PVT Gerald Hartman, c/RCT Charles Hendry, c/RCT Michael Watson, c/RCT 
John Dodds, c/RCT Jeffery Mahoney. 
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2nd Platoon, Row 1, L-R: C/2LT Marc Thoreson, c/ SSG William Am    . 
Dennis Pack, c/PVT George Burley, c/RCT Marcus Barwic c/SFr dI' c{fVT William Connelly, c/RCT 
James Forrester, c/RCT Lawrence Slagle, c/PVT Paul House c/PVt"Sean^Orlev'c/RCTBrian'Tia: RE JaSOn Prui+t C/RCT 
Thomas, c/SSG Chip Lowder, c/PVT John Wagner. c/PVT Tom Oliver c/RCTVBrian^atum H SfordlRow 3: c/SSG William 
3rd Platoon. Row ■ L-R: c/SFC Alan Remy. c/RCT Susan Rooks. c/RCT Robert Stephens. c/RCT Shaun Black. c/SSG Michelle 
Stnckiand. c/PVT Tim Stone. Row 2: c/SSG Glen Walters, c/PVT Bill Nixon. c/PVT Lawson Brown, c/RCT Jeff Hood, c/RCT Jim 
Wallace, c/PVT Paul Nichols. Row 3: c/SSG James Albanese, c/PVT Matt Rucks, c/PVT Floyd Baldwin c/RCT Patrick 




In it's quest to be the best 
company in the corps. 
Echo Company has earned 
it's share of honors this past 
year. Echo performed well 
in Field Day, stood tall for 
White Collar Inspection, 
brought home Best In Drill, 
and placed well for Squad 
Progress. Echo Company is 
full of motivated Frogs who 
have continually won Frog 
of the Week awards. Led 
by c/CPT Jimmy Anderson, 
Echo Company has once 
again proved that Echo 
Rangers truly Lead the 
Way! 
Echo Staff, Row t L-R, c/PVT Carlos Viera. Row 2, c/tLT Chris Kemp, c/CPT Jimmy 
Anderson, C/1LT Wayne Baird. 
First Platoon, Row 1 L-R, c/2LT Joe Deskevich, c/SSG Sean Ryan, c/PVT Lee Fields, c/PVT Matthew Mulllnex, c/PVT 
Jeffrey Stancil, c/PVT William Dubis, c/PVT Lawrence Griffen. c/PVT Tommy Kimbrell, c/SFC Clayton Felker. Row 2 
c/SSG Andy Hackney, c/PVT William Watts, c/PVT Jason Huft, c/CPL Patrick Ginn, c/PVT John Finch, c/PVT Roger 
Hodges, c/SSG Tim McMahon. Row 3, c/SSG Albert Ferguson, c/PVT John Hutcheson, c/PVT Dexter Bridges. 
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Second Platoon, Row 1 L-R, C/2LT Scott Watson c/SSG Jon Baird a/p\/t o 
Bair, c/PVT Joe Wright, c/PVT Sharon Kellogg, c/PVT Shelley DuLona Dav!dson' c/F’VT J°^n Litt|e. c/PVT Richard 
Robert Stuart, c/PVT Ron VAndiver, c/PVT Mike Glowaski c/PVT Mark \*P «lke yillar- Row c/SSG Scott Martin, c/SSG 
c/rv, a«. cpv, 0P«« c,«,. SKr'SKSSfXSS liMPRili e%7.T '°
w 1 
Third Platoon, Row 1 L-R, c/2LT Ron Wright, c/PVT Brian McConnell, c/CPL Robert Worrall, c/PVT Jeffery Baker, c/PVT pi i 
McNeill, c/Pvt Carl Judson, c/SFC Scott Marcus. Row 2, c/SSG Bret Kinman, c/PVT Robert Slaughter, c/PVT Shawn .. v,n 
c/PVt Michael McDade, c/PVT Onyeka Nchege, c/SSG David Holland. Row 3, c/SSG Jay Lastinger, c/SGT Vertt Mo SaC‘ 
c/PVT Chris Stewart, c/PVT Jeff Guest. venison. 
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during the past year. c/CPT 
Joey Raines led this company 
through an excellent White Col- 
lar during Fall Quarter, earning 
the right to be named Winter 
Quarter Honor Company. Fox- 
trot also became the first com- 
pany ever to recieve the new 
Blood Ribbon, for donating the 
most blood of any company in 
the corps. The men of Foxtrot 
are extremely motivated, which 
helped them win the Mountain 
Run this past quarter. They are a 
fine group of cadets who know 
how to work together towards a 
goal. 
Foxtrot Company Staff, Row 1 L-R: c/RCT Christopher Posey. Row 2: c/CPL Gordon Beyer. c/1SG Rick 
Clifton, c/CPT Joseph Raines, C/1LT Kip Brady. 
First Platoon, Row 1 L-R: C/2LT Joel Young, c/SSG Earl Gulley, c/PVT Steven Carlsen, c/PVT Paul Ingram, c/PVT Bradley 
Baker, c/PFC Kevin Bright. c/SFC Henry Tinley. Row 2: c/PVT Brett Hammond, c/PVT Jullian Stewart. c/RCT John Carter, 
c/PVT Jason Bell, c/RCT Paul Esteppe, c/SSG James Burke. Row 3: c/SSG Jeff Gwynn, c/RCT Michael Ayres, c/PVT Brett 
Challenger, c/RCT Forrest Smalley. 
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Second Platoon, Row 1 L-R: c/SSG Kevin Gober, c/RCT Stanley Elrod, c/PVT Derrek Pannek, c/PVT Marc Matthews, 
c/RCT Daniel McEver, c/PVT Jeff Griswell. Row 2: C/2LT Mark Hunt c/SSG Kelly Gober, c/PVT Tim Housley, c/PVT Mitchell 
Young, c/PVT Kevin Tuten, c/PVT Andrew Teates, c/SFC Craig Turner. Row 3: c/SSG Pete Parsonson, c/RCT Todd 
Gomez, c/RCT Lance Porter, c/RCT Peter Burel. 
Third Platoon, Row 1 L-R: c/2LT William Mixon, c/SSG Bradley Samples, c/RCT Renee Bettis r/RCT lohn ^ 
John Carroll, c/SFC Bradley Johnson. Row 2: c/SSG Keith Ramey, c/RCT David Bonner, c/Pvt Kouin Rnnrt7 r 
Stone. Row 3: c/SSG Kevin Cochran, c/RCT Joseph Martin, c/RCT James Swanson, c/pvt Christopher Lee ^obert 
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HQ Staff, Row 1: c/RCT John Lane. Row 2: c/RCT Paul Bennett, c/PVT Lee Sears, c/MAJ Edward Domaleski, c/CPT Ann 
Padgett, c/SGT Edward Houston. 
Headquarters Company, com- 
manded by c/MAJ Edward 
Domeleski, is the home of the na- 
tional champion Blue Ridge Rifles, 
the Golden Eagle Band and the 
Color Guard. Headquarters is not a 
part of either battallion and func- 
tions independently from the rest 
of the corps as three individual 
units. Headquarters Company tries 
to maintain standards above other 
units; thus creating a sense of 
competition. 
The primary purpose of each in- 
dividual unit is to represent North 
Georgia College through compe- 
tition, parades, and many other 
public relation functions. 
Blue Ridge Rifles, Row 1: c/PVT Ben Singer. Row 2, L-R: c/CPT Ricky Hines, c/SSG James Lyerly, c/RCT Kieth Faust, 
c/RCT Lance Cockcroft, c/RCT Steven McDonald, c/RCT Joseph Todhunter, c/RCT Steven Ballew, c/MSG Eric 
Paden. Row 3: c/SSG Russell Irby, c/RCT Donald Vick, c/RCT Robert Toney, c/RCT Chris Enlow, c/RCT Andrew 
Albertini, c/RCT Richard Wiggins, c/RCT Judson Nelson, c/SFC Pat Harvey. Row 4: c/SSG Jeff Brantly, c/PVT Reginald 
Parker, c/RCT Kris Kraft, c/RCT Chris Himmelsbach, c/RCT Donald Morgan, c/RCT Charles Staton, c/RCT John Hall. 
On June 6, 1861 the city of Dahlonega sent their 
second group of volunteers to the battlefront in the 
war between the states under the command of Cap- 
tain Joseph Hamilton. The unit from in and around the 
8lue Ridge Mountains and North Georgia was organ- 
ized as Company E. Phillips Legion; the Blue Ridge 
tRifles. In 1862, the year in which their enlistment ex- 
oired, the Blue Ridge Rifles did not disband, but re- 
enlisted for the remainder of the war. Following the 
war, the south was under Federal Marshal command 
and all units of the Confederacy were ordered to 
disband. The Blue Ridge Rifles' members, however, did 
not disband but continued to meet on a social basis. 
In 1950, a drill team was formed for use in Spring 
Parades at North Georgia College. The team was 
named “The Honor Platoon" at that time. The name 
•was later changed to “The Drill Platoon" in 1956. It held 
-this name until 1958, at which time the members of the 
‘platoon decided to change the name. Dr Brown of the 
^school's English Department suggested the name 
’“Blue Ridge Rifles," after the original unit from 
Dahlonega during the Civil War. The team liked Dr, 
Brown's suggestion and adopted the name. 
Since it's early beginning, the Blue Ridge Rifles drill 
■team has earned state and national recognition as 
•intercollegiate drill team champions. The Rifles have 
continued to carry on the traditions and pride instilled 


















Golden Eagle Band Staff, L-R: c/PVT Lee Sears, c/MSG Shawn Mullins, c/LT Jon Strasser, c/CPT Theresa Depew. 
KisselL c/SFC JoelBrow^ftow Mnrif'c^/PVT Mike Russel1- c/PVT Rich Mitchel1- c/RCT Avery Carter, c/SSG George 
Mark McCall. Row 3: c/pvt tahh -SresfiM Fl°r®ntino' c/PVT Tim Owen, c/RCT Staoey Brown, o/RCT Paui Bennett, e/PVT 
McCloud. ioaa oprueii, c/PVT Charles Little, c/RCT Knox Yeary, c/RCT Melissa Diaz, c/RCT Dana 
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2nd Platoon, Row 1, L-R: C/2LT Douglas Stover, c/SSG Nancy Davis, c/PVT Ernest Johnson, c/PVT Lee Sears, c/PVT Kevin 
Ingram, c/RCT Chet Thomas, c/SFG James Coleman. Row 2: c/SSG Clint Cleveland, c/PVT Jay Howard, c/PVT John 
Milner, c/RCT Jim Asher, c/RCT Kenneth Harmon, c/SSG Curtis Garvin. Row 3: c/SSG Mathew Bounds, c/PVT David Harrison, 
c/PVT Robert Hooper, c/RCT Jason Scroggs, c/RCT Robert Floyd, c/RCT Jim Davis. 
The Golden Eagle Band is the 
official instrumental ensemble of 
the Corps of Cadets and North 
Georgia College. It is the only mil- 
itary organization open to civil- 
ians as well as military students. 
The band has fulfilled its recruiting 
requirements, making an aver- 
age of twenty to twenty five per- 
formances each year ranging 
from local to statewide parades 
to performing at Corps functions 
and basketball games on the 
NGC Campus. 
The band has earned many 
honors, such as first place in the 
marching band competition at 





Color Guard, Row Y. c/RCT Tamblyn. Row 2, L-R: c/MSG Maloy, c/RCT Cousins, c/RCT Do • 
c/RCT Alba. c/PVT Barr. c/PVT Robertson. c/PVT Hill. Row 3: c/SSG Carden. c/Rsn Q„_Lavis' C/RCT , , , , SSG Scott Wheeler, 
















The Color Guard exists as an intregal part of the 
cadet corps at North Georgia College. The Unit's pur- 
pose is to present the colors of the United States of 
America, Georgia, and North Georgia College at cer- 
emonies and competitions both on and off campus. 
The unit represents North Georgia and provides the 
opportunity for it's members to develop leadership 
skills, discipline, and competitive spirit. 
Color Guard exercizes it's duties every day at 1700 
hours during retreat, the lowering of the colors. This 
tradition has become an intregal part of North Geor- 
gia College through the years. 
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Row 1 L-R: c/SGM Robert Davis, c/CSM Jeffery 
Cheeks, c/SGM Ronnie Lynch, c/1SG Nathan Mor- 
gan. Row 2 L-R: C/1SG Chris Kemp, c/1SG Chris 
LeGrand, c1SG Brian Pollock, c/1SG Buddy Hous- 
ton, c/1SG Richard Clifton. 
The NCO Club, or Non Commissioned Officers 
of North Georgia College are considered the 
"backbone" of the brigade. The Corps of 
Cadets could not function without the NCOs. 
They carry out duties, administer demerits, and 
train the freshmen. The NCO Club also sponsors 
our Military Ball every spring. 
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The Officer's Club is an organ- 
ization of upperclassmen 
which have achieved the 
highest rank available to 
cadets at North Georgia Col- 
lege, The officers are a nec- 
essary part of NGC. Second 
only to the military depart- 
ment, the officers are basi- 
cally the controlling body of 
the Corps of Cadets. The of- 
ficers are the decision makers 
at NGC. 
Ranger Challenge 
Ranger Challenge Is an elite 
platoon of the Headquarters 
Company. It Is commanded 
by c/CPT Kevin Fowler with 
c/MSG Perkins serving as 
NCOIC. The Ranger Chal- 
lenge team competes 
against other college ROTC 
programs in various events 
having to do with infantry 
skills. The team also places 
great emphasis on physical 
training. Ranger Challenge 
keeps its military skills level 
and P.T. scores well ahead of 
the rest of the corps using an 
intensive training schedule 
devised by SMAJ Hand, their 
advisor. This schedule includes 
afternoon training four to six 
days a week and morning P.T. 
four days a week. Ranger 
Challenge members earn bet- 
ter grades than average Ca- 
det Corps members despite 
their difficult schedule. Ranger 
Challenge does not just train; 
they compete as well. The 
team went to Camp Blanding, 
Florida fall quarter and won 
first place trophies in the three 
most strenuous events that 
they competed in. This impres- 
sive showing earned the the 
right to compete in the re- 
gional Ranger Challenge 
competition, which takes 
place at Fort Riley, Kansas. 
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If you can't keep up the 
pace, drop out of the for- 
mation. This is the motto 
which exemplifies the pride 
and enthusiasm of the Or- 
der of Colombo Mountain 
Platoon. In 1962 the unit 
was conceived by a small 
group of cadets who were 
interested in forming a 
unique organization after 
watching a demonstration 
performed by the cadre of 
the U.S. Army Mountain 
Ranger Camp. After re- 
questing information and 
training assistance from 
the ranger camp, Master 
SGT Louis P. Colombo vol- 
unteered his time and 
knowledge. Prior to SGT 
Colombo's departure, the 
unit was named in his hon- 
or. 
The unit is sponsored by the 
military department to pro- 
mote interest in military 
mountaineering and small 
unit infantry tactics. Mem- 
bers are selected from 
those cadets who success- 
fully pass a rigorous phys- 
ical fitness test and tacti- 
cal skills knowledge test. 
Their mission is to train and 
develop cadets into po- 
tential mountain combat 
soldiers with emphasis on 
the subject of 
mountaineering, fixed in- 
stallation,terrain naviga- 
tion, and small unit tactics. 
Small unit tactics are initial- 
ly taught in the classroom, 
followed by practical exer- 
cises in a field environ- 
ment. Mountaineering skills 
are initially taught in the 
classroom, practiced on 
the rappelling tower, and 
then perfected at Mount 
Yonah. 
Mountain Order Of Columbo 
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The Aggressors is an all vol- 
unteer extracurricular unit 
sponsored by the Military 
Department. Founded in 
1966, the unit has two mis- 
sions. Their first is to support 
and assist pre-camp oper- 
ations by providing an op- 
position force (OP-4) and 
assistant instructors. Their 
second mission is to train 
themselves in basic light in- 
fantry tactics and ranger- 
oriented patrolling. The 
Aggressors use the class- 
room, their FTX's and the 
obstacle course to accom- 
plish their missions. The 
training is tough and both 
physically and mentally 
demanding. Only the Ag- 
gressors who can pass the 
test and maintain their abil- 
ities wear the coveted red 
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Standing left to right: Quinton Payne, Deon Gibbs, John Hilfum, Stacey Robinson, Saul White, Walter Thomas, Brad Abernathy. Jimmy William# 
Jerry Jones, Don Fillmore, Lance James, Doug Hooks 
Kneeling left to right: Graduate Assistant Ricky Williams, Assistant Coach Randy Dunn, Head Coach Bill Ensley, Manager Chris Wagnon k 
Photo: Marc Cutright) 
With the addition of many new faces to the team, 
the Saints started their season with a lot of inex- 
perience at Coach Ensley's game plan. Returning 
starters Jimmy Williams and Don Fillmore formed the 
core of the new Saints. Unfortunately, senior John 
Hilburn was injured early in the season which hurt the 
Saints at the shooting guard position. However, two 
new players, Deon Gibbs and Quinton Payne, pro- 
vided a huge spark to both guard positions. Saul 
White returned for his senior year and played very 
well at the center position. 
The biggest highlight of the season was the trip to 
Spain. The Saints went to Madrid to play semi-pro 
teams. They were the official guests of the Spanish 
Basketball Federation, and they finished their stint in 
Spain with a 5-1 record. The Saints finished district 
play at a record of 11-7 which was good for a fourth 
place tie in the district. 

I SITTING :Laurie Burkett,Gretchen Smith.Anne Smith.Charlene Jones. STANDING:Coach Lynn JarrettJane White.Connie Lumus.Rhonda Bronw.Christy 
I Cook.Beverly Coleman, Carla Sisson,Kim Davis.Tina Moore,Coach Jolande Diderich, photo by Marc Cutright 
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This year's Lady Saints have been quite 
impressive. They finished third in District 
play with a 10-4 record. Overall, they fin- 
ished with a respectable 16-12 record. 
Certain individuals excelled in this team 
sport. Anne Smith terrorized District 25 
teams with a blazing 22.6 points per game 
and 9.9 rebounds per game. She also pos- 
sessed a 53.5% field goal shooting av- 
erage which was tops in District 25 play. 
As a result, she was named Player of the 
Year by the GIAC. Both Anne and Gret- 
chen Smith made the All-District 25 team 
and All-GIAC team for their outstanding 
play. An upcoming freshmen, Christy 
Cook, made her impact on the team also. 

Sqm's Soccqi 
This year's soccer team had a disappointing 
season posting only two wins against eleven loss- 
es. Many of the games were close and were 
usually decided in the final half. Daniel Alonso 
was named team captain for the second year in 
a row providing valuable leadership in the 
midfield. Chris Kemp anchored the defense while 
a freshman, Norman De Waart, added an of- 
fensive scoring threat for the Saints. The team 
consisted mainly of freshmen, and Coach Horne 
looks for improvement next season. The 1988 
Saints players were as follows: 
Front Row, L-R: C. Viera, K. Robinson, M. Villar, L. 
Porter, D. Purcell, N. De Waart, J.J. Martin, M. 
Clemenshaw, C. Mitchner, A. Chung, T. Gomez, J. 
Mcfadden. Back Row, L-R: Coach Tim Horne, T. 
Todd, J. Mahoney, K. Hoffman, R. Haywood, C. 
Kemp, J, Gwinn, G. Watson, D. Alanso, C. Stewart, 
B. Snead, B. Baker, P. Auld, J. Heimlich, Ast. Coach 
Marc Cutright. 
North Georgia's cheerleading squad was com- 
posed of nine people, this year. Last year saw 
the introduction of male cheerleaders to the 
squad. This was a popular concept, and once 
again, the Saints had male cheerleaders lead- 
ing the stunts. The squad consisted of seven 
females and two males. This year, the captain 
was Ruth Williams who returned from last year's 
squad. Colleen McKibben, the co-captain, 
and Ginny Glaze also returned so that these 
three females formed the base for a new 
squad. Other members included Gwen Rush, 
Mary Staton, Melanie Sartor, JennieParker, Da- 
vid Reidlinger, and Peyton Lingle. This squad 
showed great spirit and support for their teams. 
During away games, the cheerleaders provid- 
ed snacks for the players. In addition, they put 
up signs around campus to promote the 
games. As a result, attendance for the home 
games was outstanding! 
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For the past couple of years, the College Union 
Board has held a wiffle golf tournament for the stu- 
dents. This year had a big turnout. Many students 
came to listen to good music and to have a good 
time. Fores were constanty being called on the 
course. Faculty and staff also joined the rowdy stu- 
dents so that they could take a break from their hard 
work. Although there were no Arnold Palmers or Jack 
Nicklaus', a great time was had by all. The College 
Union Board did a great job of coordinating this 














When springtime rolls around into the fields of 
North Georgia College, cadets and commuters 
look forward to that popular pasttime ... SOFT- 
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BALL! Many students participate in these weekly 
games. There is a ten game schedule with a 
company playing the other five companies 
twice. Many terrific plays were made this year out 
on the field, and a few games were decided in 
the final inning. 
Delta company was once again the dominant 
team on the field. They finished off the season at 
9-1. Furthermore. Delta swept all three major in- 
tramural sports after the conclusion of softball. 
The other companies were not far behind. No 
} 
company finished with less than three wins. So 
after a fun-filled season, mitts and bats were re- 
tired to await for the arrival of next spring when 
the season will start all over. 

Football is the one sport at this col- 
lege that attracts many cadets and 
females to participate. The season 
starts, most unexpectedly, at Presi- 
dent Owen's reception for new stu- 
dents. First quarter cadets propose to 
many beautiful females to come 
cheer for their company. As the first 
week of school passes, company 
teams are already being organized. 
The drill field is scattered with teams 
practicing to be brigade champs and 
posess bragging rights for the rest of 
the year. 
This year turned out to be a little 
different. Once again. Delta Compa- 
ny annihilated and destroyed their 
opposition. Very rarely were their 
games close as they recorded four 
shutouts. Alfa Company won the 
champoinship for First Battalion. Flow- 
ever, a surprise came in third place. 
Charlie Company , for the previous 
two years, was a combined 0 for 10. 
This year proved to be different. After 
two close losses, Charlie beat Foxtrot 
9-8 in overtime, in which this proved to 
be the most exciting game of the 
season. Charlie finished the year at 3 
wins and 2 losses. Foxtrot had 2 wins 
and 3 losses, Bravo had 1 win and 4 
losses while Echo brought the rear 
with no wins and 5 losses. The finale 
for the year proved to be very ex- 
citing as the First Battalion All-Stars 
defeated the Second Battalion All- 
Stars in a thrilling and exciting game. 
The final score for the game was 6-0, 
and cadets will have to wait another 
year for that exciting pasttime at 
North Georgia College. 

ck/omen's PTootbaffi 
Once again, the competitive edge 
surfaced in women's football. Since last 
year, the women have looked forward 
to that time in the fall when the Physical 
Education department says, "Play Ball." 
No other female sport on campus was as 
bruising as this one. Sweat and blood 
occupied many of those bodies that 
came into the chow hall after the 
games. One could see that the ladies 
took these games very seriously. After a 
hard-fought season, two teams, the 
Durtee Dawgs and Tina and Troops 
(TNT), made it to the Championship 
game. Last year, the Durtee Dawgs 
made it to the big game, but they did 
not win. This year was different. The 
Durtee Dawgs blew away TNT to be- 
come the new champions of ladies foot- 
ball. Excellent job, ladiesl 
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Action 
BASKETBALL! This sport just seems to get 
more and more popular each year. Intra- 
mural basketball was a good ole' shootout 
this year between all the companies. Head- 
quarters put together a team this year so 
that there were a total of seven teams com- 
peting. 
The action was fast and furious, and the 
bloopers were many. However, the compe- 
tition became very intense when the first- 
ever basketball tournament was held. Char- 
lie Company finished the season with a per- 
fect record and was seeded first. These men 
breezed to the final where they met those 
tough Delta Dragons. The championship 
game was a thriller with the lead changing 
many times. However, Delta eeked out with 
a victory, and those Dragons proved that 
they were once again the best in basketball. I 
i 

After the thrill of football is over 
and done with, those athletic fe- 
males pullout their tennis shoes 
again to get out and play bas- 
ketball. These teams don't com- 
pete for the basketball champi- 
onship like the guys do. These 
ladies get onto the basketball 
court for the love and fun of the 
sport. Furthermore, their play is 
very interesting to watch. As a re- 
sult, the games are close most of 
the time with very few blowouts. A 
good time was had by all, and the 
girls can not wait until next year to 
compete once again. 
To cheer those hard-driving 
cadets into utter pandemonium 
on the football field, the fresh- 
men women of North Georgia 
College with their contagious 
chants and beautiful jumps, pro- 
vided excitement on the side- 
lines. Without their dedicated 
spirit, the sidelines definitely 
would not have been as enter- 
taining. The freshmen females 
should be proud of themselves 
as they carried on a long- 
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The sports editor, Phillip Churchhill, hard 
at work trying to keep from missing AN- 
OTHER deadline. 
Jana Laird supplied her valuable time in making this section come together. 
Special thanks also goes to Robin May who devoted her time willingly to help me. 





DR. DELMAS ALLEN 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
DR. WILLIAM GERSPACHER 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
mr. virgil mcintyre 
DIRECTOR OF COMPUTER SERVICES 
MR. VERNE SMITH 
DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI AF- 
FAIRS 
MR. MARC CUTRIGHT 
DIRECTOR OF MEDIA SERVICES 
MS. FRANCES SAUS 
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF STUDENTS 
MR. GARY STEFFEY 
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS 
MR. MIKE HYAMS 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS 
ADMINISTRATION 127 
MR. BILL SMITH MS. JAN GUERRY MS. SUE STUBBS MS. MARY CARMICHAEL MS. ROSELLA MEEKS 
MS. JENNY STOWERS 
128 FACULTY AND STAFF 
MR. HAINES HILL 
mr. mac McConnell MS. LAURA THACKER 
.MR. MICHAEL FERGUSON MS. RITA LADD MR. ARNOLD HULSEY MS. DONNA GRIZZLE 
MS. BEVERLY EMINGER 
MR. VAUGHN GRIZZLE 
MR. ALAN THERIAULT 
MS. LORENE CONNER MR. KIM GRIZZLE 
MR. JAMES C. FITTS CPT CHARLIE JACKSON 
MR. DOYAL DOCKERY 
MS. JEAN ADAMS 
MS. ATHELINE CALHOUN 
MS. MARY JO HESTER 
MS. CINDY TRUELOVE 
MS. MARGARET PALMER 
MS. PATTY FERGUSON 
MR. JIMMY BERRONG 
MR. FRED HOOPER 
MS. JOLANDE DIDERICH 
130 FACULTY AND STAFF 
MS. NELL COSENS 
MR. ELLIS THOMPSON MR. ROBERT SOUTHWELL 
MR. DANNY KERNS MS. CAROL PARKER 
MR. PHIL NORRELL 
MR. DENNIS CANTRELL 
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MS. JUDY MOSS MS. GLENDA MASON 
MR. JOHNNY KIRK MS.DELORES SEABOLT MR. ROBERT CONNER 
MS. NORA JONES 
MS. MOORE 
SaTTH 
MS. LINDA CALDWELL MR. DAVID BOATFIELD 
FACULTY AND STAFF 131 
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DR. MAC CALLAHAM 
DEPARTMENT HEAD 
MS. ROBBIE S. WEHUNT 
SECRETARY 
NP. DR. JOSEPH BRIESBROCK 
MS. DOROTHY L. BROCK DR. THOMAS FOX DR. ROBERT HATTAWAY 






DR. LAWRENCE H. DENNIS 
DEPARTMENT HEAD 
MS. CAROL MEAD 
SECRETARY 
MR. HINTON AMERSON MR. LESTER CONYERS, JR, MS. SHERRY COOK 
DR. ALLEN ELLINGTON DR. CLAYTON GRANT MS. MARTHA HARTER MS. DORIS MOHR MR. DAVID MORRIS 





DR. THOMAS RICHARDSON MR. JB WOOLFOLK 
134 CHEMISTRY 
DeO-eJ&opMMQ?, Studies 
DR. KAY COLBERT 
DEPARTMENT HEAD 
MS. HELYN BROOKS. 
SECRETARY 
MS. KAYE BIDDY MS ANN D. TALLANT 
DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES 135 
Education 
DR. GEORGE BELDEN 
DR. STEVE ROSS 
ACTING DEPARTMENT HEAD 
MS. DEBRA NADELHOFFER 
SECRETARY 
MS. GAIL RAINWATER 
SECRETARY 
DR. SIDNEY BENTON 
136 EDUCATION 
MS. EVA McGAHEE DR. KATHLEEN GRUENHAGEN DR. JUDITH LONG 
DR. ROBERT SABA DR. JANIE OSBORN CR. TERRY McCLEOD 




DR. JAMES EWING JR. MS. ELSA ANN GAINES 
DR. PAUL McCLURE 
MR. GUY LAIL 




DR. ROBERT OWENS 
DEPARTMENT HEAD 
MR. JOE CHAPMAN 
MS. ESTELLE GILSTRAP 
SECRETARY 
MS. LISA JARRARD DR. DAVID BENNETT 
SECRETARY 
MR. WINSLOW CRANNELL MR. JOE CRONAN MR. LYMAN HAMMOND 
MR. JOE H. MORGAN MS. TAMM YE SCANLIN 
FINE ARTS 139 
Lib/iony 
MS. CHARLENE BIRD MS. JANET BLAND 
MS. JOYCE TREE 
ME. PEGGY DOVER 
MS. SHARI HOLTZCLAW MS. HEIDI RICHARDSON 
MS. VALENTINE DOBBS 
DIRECTOR OF LIBRARY SERVICES 
MS. BONNIE ADAMS MORRIS MS. FAYE SMITH 
140 LIBRARY 
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jl/lctfR Ad CowiputeA. Science 
DR. ROSALIE JENSEN MS. MILDRED CALDWELL DR. PHIL BUCKHEISTER 
DEPARTMENT HEAD SECRETARY 
DR. PAUL PATTEN MS. KATHY SISK DR. JIMMY WOODS 
MR. ERNEST ELDER. JR. MS. JILL GRAY DR. DAVE PANDRES 
MATH AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 141 
COL. JOHN T. LAWRENECE 
MAJ RICHARD G. TRUAX 
MS. KATHRYN PHILLIPS 
RETIRED 
LTC DAVID M. GALLOWAY 
MAJ JOHN R. WORRALL CAPT JAMES L, TERRY 
CAPT ROBIN G. JONES 
142 MILITARY 
CAPT RICHARD A. NEIKIRK CAPT SAMUEL F. BAITY CAPT JOHN W. COOK 
MR. BILL PRICE 
MILITARY 143 
ModeM Languages 
DR. GUY OLIVER 
DEPARTMENT HEAD 
MS. KATHY ADAMS MR. JAMES K. CHESTNUT 
SECRETARY 
MS. DOMINIQUE FILIPPI DR. ALICE REYNOLDS 
144 MODERN LANGUAGES 
MS. PATRICIA BRYAN MS. DEANA HARPER MS. NAOMI BECHTOLD MS. JANE BLANKENSHIP 
MS. JOAN BURNHAM DR. KATHLEEN CANNELLA MS. BARBARA ESTERLY MS. ALICE HARKINS 
DR. R. W. NORED MS. ANN PHILLIPS MS. LINDA ROBERTS MS. CECILIA SCOTT 
NURSING 145 
P^sicod 2ducotion 
MR. WILLIAM E. ENSLEY MS. DEBBIE MCLEOD 
SECRETARY 
MR. ALAN BICKLEY MR. RANDY DUNN 
DR. PERCY JONES 
146 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Physics 
MS. SHEILA KIDD 
SECRETARY 
DR. WINSTON K. PENDLETON 
DR. DONALD E. KINKAID 
DEPARTMENT HEAD 






DR. JAMES C. PARKS MS. EDNA MCCALEB 
DEPARTMENT HEAD SECRETARY . 
DR. PETER MCDONALD DR. CHARLES NOBLE 
DR. JIM G. COONE 
MS. SARA STEELE 
148 PSYCHOLOGY 
SoCiad Sciences 
DR. RAY C. RENSI MS. VICKI DOWDY MS. LINDA AUGUST MR. JOHN F. CSOMOR 
DEPARTMENT HEAD SECRETARY 
DR. PAUL DOBSON DR. LEO DOWNING DR. MARC GILBERT DR. ROBERT L. JERIN 















Michael Baugh Jonathan Berry Constance Bomba Peter Brown 







Teresa Depew Karla Dillard 



























Joel Hill Lara Hill Roger Holdaway 
SENIORS 
Michael Huff Christine Humphery 
Susan Jordan 


















Dorothy Lewis Peyton Lingle II Robert Lowe Erik Luckey 
Benjamin Mathews 
Melanie Mckinney Sara Meriliat 
Kimberly Milford Christopher Moore 
Mark Moore Traci Mullinax Ingrid Newman Kim Nicholson Errol Oare Jr 
SENIORS 
160 CLASSES 



















Marion Smith Patrick Standard 














































































































Connie Lummus Sharon Lyle 




























































































Jennifer Baldwin Angela Banks Leigh Barclay William Barr Jeffery Bartlett Mary Bates 
Joseph Baumgartner Jr. 
Janet Black 







































Harold Chandler Kelley Chaney Crystal Chester Karen Chester William Churchwell 
SOPHOMORES 



























Katherine Ferguson George Ferguson Mark Fiorentino 








Allen Griffin Mary Guest 
Lauren Hall 
Ginger Hamby 


























Rhonda Hicks Donna Hodges Lara Henderson 
Alyssa Horne 
Russell Irby Stephanie Johnson 
Jennifer Hinman Abby Hinton 
Janna James Monika Johnson 
Rebecka Kendall 


















Lee McVay Jennifer Middlebrook 
Reid Miegel 
Jeanine Miller 
SOPHOMORES Lisa Miller 
*190 CLASSES 
William Miller 


















































































Carrie Testa James Thomas 
Glen Walters Frank Ward Jr. 
Elizabeth Thompson 
































Melissa Baker Robert Baker Shelly Baker 
Alex Baker 
James Barker Jennifer Barron 
Marcus Barwick Noel Baughman Lisa Bedell Paul Bennett Serena Bennett Bryan Baumgardner 
Renee Bettis Cynthia Biles Christina Boden April Bodry Larry Bohannon Carolyn Bonner 









Karla Brumbelow Lawrence Bryan Steven Bryan Alan Bryant Wendy Burrell 
Connie Cloer Lance Cockcroft John Cole Stacey Coleman Sara Collins 


















































Daryle Davidson John Davis James Davis 
Andrew Decker Tanya Devault Jennifer S. Dean Mari Deporres Melissa Diaz Stefanie Dixon 
Jill Dockery John Dodds Rachel Dowell Timothy Dowling Ann Dukes Shelly Dulong 
Kimberly Eley Stanley Elrod Amy Enriquez 








Missy Grier Jeffery Griswell Cheri Grizzle Amanda Grogan 

























Timothy Hembree Made Hendrick Caroline Hertwig 
Roger Hodges Steven Holland Tina Holland 




Lawrence Howard Anna Howell Carl Hudson Toni lacozza Linda Ingle Tonia Ingram 
FRESHMAN 
200 CLASSES 
Lori-Ann Johnson Kelly Jones Rodney Jones Sharon Jones Virginia Jordan Catherine Jourdan 
Jana Laird 




Anissa King Charlotte Kleid 
John Lavender 
Deborah Kent 
Kimberly Kluchar Renee Koenig Gregory Ladd 













































Angela Morelli Rebecca Morris 
FRESHMAN 
202 CLASSES 
Cheryl Pagett Shannon Pair Charles Parker Quinton Payne Thomas Perdue Lee Perry 
Melissa Petty Geoffrey Pinsky Laurie Pirkle Cheeka Pledger Christopher Posey Angela Pridgen 
Jason Pruitt Paul Purcell Paula Railey Annabel Rainey Jennifer Rainey John Rainwater 






















Joann Simmons Chad Sisk Kelly Sisson Lynn Skiver Traci Slaughter 
Audra Smith Lyssa Smith Margaret Smith Tonya Smith Bryant Sneed 
Chrischel Spence Jeffrey Stancii Andrea Starr Mary Staton Janice Stauffer Shari Stephens 
FRESHMAN 
204 CLASSES 
Kelvin Stewart Jason Stover Kimberly Stowe 
Erick Sutton Katherine Tackabery Jeffrey Tamblyn Jeffery Tart 












































Lauree Anne Wilson 
Michelle White 
Wendy Wofford 













On October 26, Blackhawk hel- 
icopters from the 101st Air Assault 
Division of Fort Campbell came to 
North Georgia College offering 
cadets orientation on aviation. 
Cadets had the opportunity to see 
Army technology at it's best while 
enjoying the beautiful North Geor- 
gia mountains from a "hawk's 
eye.'' The noise and winds from 
the choppers created distur- 
bances on the campus, but that 






Just as the day slowly draws to a close, so will everyone's college careers. Just as a small child Is scared of 
the dark because it is different and unknown, most of the graduates of the Class of 1989 will also be scared. 
For In a sense, they too will be going Into a dark unknown world. A world where the only person to look out for 
them will be theirselves. 
But this group of Individuals has an advantage over the rest of the world. They have four or more years of 
training on how to suvive in this new world. Many of them will receive their commission as a second lieutenant 
In the United States Army and go to their first post while the rest of the class will go to their position in the 
civilian world. But either way, they will outshine normal people, for they not only graduated from college, they 
graduated from North Georgia College. A small college in Dahlonega, GA that always turns out the BEST of 
BOTH WORLDS. 
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